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Cruise Summary 
 
1 Cruise Information 
 

1.1 Cruise Number:  KR08-12 
1.2 Ship Name:  Kairei 
1.3 Title of the Cruise: 

 Development of dense observatory network for earthquakes and tsunamis 
1.4 Chief Scientist / Affiliation: 

 Atsushi Sakuma / JAMSTEC 
1.5 Representative Science Party / Affiliation:  

 Yoshiyuki Kaneda / JAMSTEC 
1.6 Onboard Scientist / Affiliation: 

 Hiroyuki Matsumoto / JAMSTEC, 
  Tohru Kodera / Nippon Marine Enterprises, Ltd. 
  Masataka Zaitsu / Nippon Marine Enterprises, Ltd. 
  Takeshi Kasaya / JAMSTEC 
  Shinichi Isono / JAMSTEC 

1.7 Cruise Period:  2008/10/01 - 2008/10/5 
1.8 Port Call:  Yokohama - Shinguu 
1.9 Research Area:  Kumano Trough 

 
2 Overview Observation 
 
Two dives by ROV “Kaiko 7000II” were carried out in the Kumano-nada during the KR08-12 R/V 
“Kaiko” cruise.  This survey aims to do two items; one is to check the status the seismometers in the 
borehole deployed last month, another is to conduct visual survey of the cable route.   
 
On 2 October, the 433rd dive were carried out in the area named as A-3a in the central Kumano basin.  
Borehole 2.4 meters depth was deployed in April this year, then the strong motion and broad-band 
seismometers package have been deployed in the borehole by ROV “Hyper Dolphin”.  We filled sand 
between the package and the borehole in order to keep coupling between the seafloor and the sea water.  
In the meantime, looking at the observed waveform, the package itself seemed to be sinking down right 
after the deploying.  We needed to adjust the leveling value, horizontal stabilization, and final check 
some properties.  Due to the typhoon approaching, we could not complete the initial setting of 
seismometers.  Thus, we try to check status of the seismometers in the “Kaiko 7000 II” dive.  We 
connected the RS 232C interface to the seismometers via SAM unit, and communicated each other.  As 
a result, all values of the seismometers are well working.  A current meter was also deployed near the 
seismometers in this dive in order to how bottom current affects to the seismometers.  All instruments 
will be recovered at the end next month. 
 
On 4 October, in the second dive of the cruise, i.e., the 434th “Kaiko ”dive, a route survey in the B area 
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was carried out.  This route survey is for detour of the original route between the node B and the 
brunching unit of the main cable.  We found steep cliff near the node B during the “Deep Tow ” survey 
last April.  Therefore, we plan to make better cable route as a desk top study again by using the 
detailed bathymetry map by the multi narrow beam survey.   We needed to check approximately 10 
km route, but we used the first dive for seismometers’ adjustment.  This is the reason why we carried 
out the survey until the half way from the node B.  As a result, cable route between the node B and the 
way point next to the node runs slightly south-dipping slope, whereas other is almost flat with covering 
mud.  We evaluate that this route is better than the originals.  Route survey still left will be conducted 
next month by the other ROV “Hyper Dolphin”. 
 

 
Fig. 1  Communication connector to the seismometers using the ROV’s science port. 

 

 
Fig. 2  South-dipping slope found near the node B. 
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